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Silk is a 3 year old female pug. As with many 

other brachycephalic (short nosed) breeds 

such as cavaliers, bulldogs, boston terriers 

and boxers Silks’ eyes were a problem. Silk’s 

eyelid margins were way too big for her eyes. 

This can cause lifelong problems such as dry 

eye, corneal ulcers and pannus.  

This condition can be corrected surgically 

once the dogs are full grown by a procedure 

known as a medial canthroplasty surgery.  We 

have been performing these at Your Family 

Vet with great success and this provides a lot 

of relief to these patients by keeping the eyes 

protected. 

This procedure involves removing some of the 

eyelid margin then closing them together 

reducing the amount of exposure of the eye.  

There is some after care involved but 

recovery is usually within 2 weeks. 

Silk had this procedure performed and now is 

much more comfortable. She recovered 

uneventfully and is looking forward to pain 

free eyes for the rest of her life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carpet pythons are one of the best known 

and commonly kept snakes in Australia 

and around the world. They are found in 

the wild in Australia and Papua New 

Guinea and got their name as their colours 

and patterns look similar to the woven 

carpets seen traditionally in the Middle 

East. There are many different types and 

colour patterns but the most common are 

jungle, diamond and coastal carpet 

pythons. The belly of these snakes is 

usually cream or yellow with dark blotches.  

Some carpet pythons can reach 3 meters 

in length but they usually grow to 2-2.5 

meters. They have a broad, flat head and 

slender neck with heat sensing pits on 

either side of the jaw. They also have a 

prehensile tail that they can wrap around 

and use to grip things. 

Keep in mind that you do need a license to 

keep most reptiles in Australia so it is 

important to organise that before adding 

one of these to your family. There are also 

very specific housing requirements and 

most health issues are associated with 

incorrect husbandry. 

 

 

29 O’Callaghan Parade 

Horsham, Victoria  

(03) 5381 1996 

www.yourfamilyvet.com.au 

Opening Hours 

Monday to Friday 

 8:30am – 5:30pm 

Saturday  

9 am -12 noon 

 

Joke of the Month 

Q. What do you call a 

snake that’s 3.14m 

long?? 

 

 

 

 

A. A carpet Л-thon!!! 
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Breed Spotlight: 

Carpet Python 

No surgery, lots of 

white visible 

After surgery, less white 

visible, surgery site 



            

         

Senior Pets  

Dogs and cats are classed as seniors once they reach 8 years of age and they gradually 

undergo lots of internal changes at this time, mostly that are not visible to owners so we 

need to look after them a little differently.  

Firstly, we recommend more regular checkups for seniors, at least every 6 months as many 

significant illnesses are more common in older pets and the earlier we can detect them the 

better we can treat and/ or control them.  

We also recommend changing to a senior diet as digestive ability alters and our pets have 

different requirements now too. Vitamins and minerals especially can become harder for 

seniors to obtain from their food. There are a variety of these and we are happy to discuss 

with you which would be best suited to your pet. 

Monitoring general body condition, appetite, thirst etc. is also very important. Coat quality, 

movement, sleeping and toilet habits are also things you can keep an eye on as subtle 

changes can indicate disease.  

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us for further assistance.                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                             

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dental Disease Preventions 

Here are our top tips for helping keep your pets teeth in good shape! 

 Regular checkups: We can show you where dental disease is becoming a problem 

and show you any plaque and tartar formation. We can also discuss the best options 

for treatment if there are problems including ongoing management. 

 Dental diets: There are lots of great dental food options for your pet. Premium quality 

dry foods help to provide all the nutrients your pets need and the specific dental 

diets help to manually and chemically keep your pets teeth clean. If you are 

interested in trying one of these we can discuss the different options with you. 

 Teeth Brushing: If you are wanting to brush your pets teeth ensure, you use a pet 

toothbrush or soft human baby tooth brush and pet toothpaste. Human toothpaste 

can be toxic. Brushing at least 3 times a week is recommended. It is important to 

introduce this activity to your pet slowly to avoid discomfort. You can start by just 

using a little bit of pet friendly tooth paste on your finger and rubbing it in the mouth. 

 Dental chews: There are a variety of dental chews available and we can help you 

choose the best option for your pet as they are all a little bit different. These are best 

given once daily. 

 Water additives: These are similar to mouth wash for humans but safe to be 

swallowed and have only things in them that are safe for pets. They help to prevent 

plaque buildup and stop bacteria from sticking to teeth and causing plaque and 

tartar build up.  

We will examine your pets’ mouth as part of any health check, including vaccinations, 

because we know just how important a healthy mouth is for a healthy pet. 
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What’s New 

Have you seen the block 

next door to the clinic? It 

has recently been cleared 

in preparation for some 

exciting changes at Your 

Family Vet! Watch this 

space so that you can see 

all the great things we 

have planned to continue 

to give your pets the best 

and most up to date care 

possible! 

 

Before and 

after pictures 

of a dental 

clean. We use a 

special UV light 

to show up the 

plaque in pink. 


